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Inferring phylogenetic trees is an important task in studies of molecular evolution and systematics, and many methods are now available for this purpose; each method has its own assumptions, merits, and shortcomings. For all of the methods, however, errors can arise in the inferred edge lengths and sometimes also in the inferred topology. Errors in estimates of edge lengths and topology have sometimes been viewed as separate problems, with the latter assigned greater importance to systematic and taxonomic studies, and the former to divergence date estimation. This dichotomous treatment of phylogenetic errors is not justified because topological inference relies on estimates of edge lengths, particularly of the internal edges; hence, the two issues are the obverse and reverse of the same 'phylogenetic coin. ' Phylogenetic inference using sequence data entails the recovery of a historical signal, from which we can estimate the phylogeny. The historical signal is, however, only one of several signals; other signals, such as those arising from compositional heterogeneity (Lockhart et al., 1992) , rate heterogeneity among lineages (Felsenstein, 1978) and among sites (Yang, 1993) , invariant sites (Fitch, 1986b) , and covariotides or covarions (Fitch, 1986a) , may interfere adversely with the extraction of the historical signal. In fact, any signal that has experienced convergence in nonsister lineages will affect recovery of the historical signal. When the historical signal has been eroded to the extent that it is no stronger than the other confounding signals, then the methods for inferring evolutionary distances and topologies are likely to yield biased estimates (Swofford et al., 1996) .
The property of statistical consistency (Felsenstein, 1978) , which refers to the ability of a given method to converge on the correct tree with an increasing amount of data (i.e., alignment length), has become a distinguishing criterion between 'good' and 'bad' methods, along with other features such as efficiency, power, and robustness (Penny et al., 1992) . In practice, however, phylogenetic data comprise sequences of finite length, and notions of statistical consistency, although theoretically desirable, may not always represent the most practical criterion for assessing phylogenetic methods (Hillis et al., 1994b; Kim, 1996; Farris, 1999) .
Inconsistency can arise when certain combinations of evolutionary parameters are not adequately accounted for in the process of phylogenetic inference (e.g., Felsenstein, 1978; Hendy and Penny, 1989; Lockhart et al., 1994) . Accordingly, under 'simple' conditions (i.e., the implicitly or explicitly assumed conditions), phylogenetic methods are typically consistent, and vice versa (Hillis et al., 1994a) . However, reducing the problem into this dichotomy can tempt us into overlooking the true complexity of the issue. Phylogenetic methods have customarily been judged by their success in recovering the topology of the true tree, often with disregard for the accuracy of the inferred edge lengths. In fact, it is in the latter that we can trace the symptoms of decay in the strength of the historical signal. For instance, in the 'gray' area, where parameter values are intermediate between the 'simple' and 'complex' conditions, it remains possible to recover the topology of the true tree, but the confounding effects of nonhistorical signals may mislead estimates of edge lengths and consequently reduce the confidence that can be placed on the topology that is inferred.
A well-known case of phylogenetic methods being misled by a confounding signal is that of 'longedge attraction' (Felsenstein, 1978; Hendy and Penny, 1989; Jermiin et al., 2003) . Long edges on a phylogenetic tree can arise as a result of rate heterogeneity among lineages (Felsenstein, 1978) , or in the analysis 624 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 of noncontemporaneous sequences (Felsenstein, 1978; Li et al., 1988) . Maximum parsimony is clearly misled by model misspecification in these cases, but Hendy and Penny (1989) showed that long-edge attraction might occur even when the evolutionary model fits the data well. There is now also evidence that maximumlikelihood and distance methods can be affected by rate heterogeneity among lineages when inappropriate substitution models are used (Hillis et al., 1994b; Gaut and Lewis, 1995; Chang, 1996; Lockhart et al., 1996) . Based on simulation studies using various methods of phylogenetic inference, the problem is now known to be able to occur not only in quartets of sequences (e.g., Hillis and Huelsenbeck, 1993; Tateno et al., 1994; Gaut and Lewis, 1995; Jermiin et al., 2003) , but also in data sets involving many more sequences (Hendy and Penny, 1989; DeBry, 1992; Hendy and Charleston, 1993; Zharkikh and Li, 1993; Kim, 1996; Conant and Lewis, 2001; Pol and Siddall, 2001; Holland et al., 2003) .
Convergence due to similar nucleotide composition in nonsister lineages can also mislead inference methods, in a manner similar to that of long-edge attraction. Cogent examples of this problem in empirical data sets have been presented previously (Hasegawa and Hashimoto, 1993; Lockhart et al., 1994; Chang and Campbell, 2000; Tarrío et al., 2001) , and it has been shown by Monte Carlo simulation (Galtier and Gouy, 1995; Jermiin et al., 2004) . These concerns, however, have not weighed heavily in past phylogenetic studies, as pointed out by Mooers and Holmes (2000) , and may in fact be far more serious than previously thought (Jermiin et al., 2004) . Methods hitherto developed to accommodate compositional variation have not been widely accepted or applied, and even the more recognized methods, such as the LogDet or paralinear distance correction (Lake, 1994; Lockhart et al., 1994; Steel, 1994) , are limited by their assumptions and certain aspects of their design. RY-recoding of sequence data has also been investigated as an option (Phillips et al., 2001) , but this has not yet been studied in detail. The maximum-likelihood methods (Yang and Roberts, 1995; Galtier and Gouy, 1998) , on the other hand, require the estimation of many parameters, and run the risk of overparameterization, a problem to which short edges may be particularly susceptible.
Previous studies have addressed the abovementioned confounding factors as separate problems. In real sequence data, however, there can be complex interactions between them, with an outcome that is difficult to predict. In this paper, we present the results of simulation studies that explore the interplay between compositional heterogeneity and rate variation among lineages. In order to gain an insight into the complex problems this can pose for phylogenetic analysis, we evaluate the performance of commonly used tree inference methods in relation to the strength of the historical signal in the sequence data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Data sets were generated using the computer program Hetero (Jermiin et al., 2003) , which simulates the evolution of a nucleotide sequence on a rooted binary tree with four terminal nodes (see Fig. 1 ). Each simulation was based on a tree with prespecified edge lengths: t = t a = t b = t c = t d and t e = t f = 0.01. Unlike other available simulation programs, Hetero allows the user to specify a model of substitution, R i , for each edge i, along with other parameters. We used a restricted substitution model, with all 12 conditional rates of change set at the same value, to generate the sequences:
where α i xy is the conditional rate of change from nucleotide x to nucleotide y, measured in average substitutions per site per unit time, and π iy is the frequency of nucleotide y. Every simulation began with a randomly generated nucleotide sequence with uniform nucleotide content. The output of Hetero includes the alignments, userspecified parameters, and other characteristics of the simulation, including the pairwise differences in GC content among the four sequences. Hetero also produces a FIGURE 1. The rooted tree used by Hetero (Jermiin et al., 2003) to simulate sequence evolution in order to produce alignments of sequences A, B, C, and D. Base frequencies are specified for the root node (O), and were set to 0.25 for each of the four nucleotides. Each edge, i, is assigned its own rate matrix, R i . Edge lengths (t i ) are specified in units of time, unlike in most previous programs that have used average substitutions per site; it is necessary to observe this distinction when the nucleotide content is not stationary across the whole tree (for an explanation of this point, see Jermiin et al., 2003) .
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HO AND JERMIIN-TRACING THE DECAY OF THE HISTORICAL SIGNAL 625 table with the proportion of sites that have changed X times (X = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), and a numerical summary of the number of sites supporting each of the parsimoniously informative splits for an unrooted tree with four leaves (i.e., AB|CD, AC|BD, and AD|BC).
Seven cases of interest were explored by Monte Carlo simulation, including a null case where all of the fundamental phylogenetic premises were met. The remaining six cases involved converging nucleotide contents or rate heterogeneity among lineages, or combinations of the two, along different edges. Further details about each case are provided in the next section. A sequence length of 10,000 bp was used in all simulations, in order to test the performance of methods when there are abundant data. Increasing the sequence length reduces the effect of fluctuations associated with realizations of a stochastic simulation process. In reality, the sequences being analyzed are usually shorter than this, particularly given the possible presence of invariant sites, but our aim is to provide a clear picture of signal decay; using shorter sequences might simply make it more difficult to draw reliable conclusions.
In each case, simulated data sets were analyzed using maximum-parsimony (Fitch, 1971) , maximumlikelihood with the F81 model of nucleotide substitution (Felsenstein, 1981) , and neighbor-joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) methods, as implemented in the Phylogenetic Inference Package (Felsenstein, 2002) . The program weighbor (Bruno et al., 2000) was also used for weighted neighbor-joining analyses. Distance matrices for each of the neighbor-joining methods were estimated using the nucleotide substitution model of Jukes and Cantor (1969) and the LogDet metric (Lockhart et al., 1994; Steel, 1994) . For data sets where one or more observed pairwise distances exceeded the maximum allowed by the models (and were thus undefined), which sometimes occurred at large values of t, offending alignments were removed prior to inference by the distance methods.
For three of the simulation cases, we also used the output of Hetero to draw three-dimensional networks (i.e., connected graphs with one or more cycles) to represent the available information (including both historical and conflicting signals) found in the sequence alignments. Networks are used in place of trees for situations where trees cannot adequately illustrate the evolutionary process, such as in the presence of species hybridization or horizontal genetic transfers, but can also be useful for representing phylogenetic ambiguities (Bandelt and Dress, 1992) . For each network, edges were drawn with lengths proportional to the amount of support for it in the sequence alignment: internal edge lengths reflect the proportion of sites supporting phylogenetically informative splits, whereas terminal edge lengths are based on the proportion of corresponding singleton sites.
RESULTS

Case I-The Null Case
In this case, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to evolve at the same constant rate and with base compositions similar to that of the ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ). Hence, the sequences evolved under homogeneous and stationary conditions (i.e., those that most of the phylogenetic methods assume).
The four phylogenetic methods perform comparably when their assumptions are met (Fig. 2) . As t increases, the historical signal becomes increasingly faint, and the probability of inferring the correct tree topology converges on 33%, corresponding to the point where the historical signal has been lost completely. At that point, the sequences are said to be phylogenetically uninformative (and most aptly represented by a star phylogeny with very long edge lengths), and a tree is effectively being selected at random.
In order to appreciate what underpins the decay of the historical signal, it is necessary to assess the relative proportions of parsimoniously informative splits. For very low values of t (<0.5), the relative proportion of sites supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) is much larger than those supporting the alternative splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|BC); but as t becomes larger, support for the alternative splits approaches the level of support for the correct split (Fig. 2) . The primary reason for this change is that the fraction of sites that have changed repeatedly (multiple hits) increases with the size of t (Fig. 3) ; percentages of sites that have experienced more than one change are 12.3% for t = 0.5; 33.7% for t = 1.0; 69.0% for t = 2.0; and 87.3% for t = 3.0. Thus, it is not surprising that as t increases, levels of support for the two incorrect splits become increasingly similar to the support for the true split.
The effect of a decaying historical signal on estimates of the length of internal edges is shown in Fig. 4 . For each of the phylogenetic methods and each of the splits, the estimated length of the internal edges increases with the size of t from the expected values to values that are several times larger. Interestingly, the bias appears to be similar for the three splits but notably different among the phylogenetic methods. In particular, maximum likelihood substantially overestimates the lengths of all three possible internal edges.
The effect of a decaying historical signal on the estimates of topology and edge lengths is shown using networks (Fig. 5, case I) . As the size of t increases, the lengths of the internal and terminal edges approach an equilibrium, where each edge has approximately the same length. It becomes increasingly difficult to determine the correct topology and edge lengths; simultaneously, it also becomes difficult to reconcile variation in the alignment with the binary tree that formed the basis for the alignment, which is often the implicit aim during phylogenetic analysis.
In the absence of other factors confounding phylogenetic inference, multiple nucleotide substitutions at the same site is the principal factor contributing to the erosion of the historical signal. Even with an average rate of 0.4 substitutions per site per unit time, the historical signal is quickly eroded; after 0.5 time units (equivalent to 0.2 average substitutions per site), 12.3% of the sites had undergone multiple substitutions. For real coding SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 FIGURE 3. Multiple-substitution profiles for sequences generated under null conditions, with terminal edges equivalent in length. Each graph shows the frequency (%) of sites that have changed X times, where X = 0, 1, . . . , 10. Even after a short time (t = 0.5), some sites experienced up to four changes. When terminal edges had evolved for t = 3 time units, producing a tree with a total length of 3.606 average substitutions per site, some sites had experienced up to 12 substitutions (not on chart scale).
FIGURE 2. The ability of four phylogenetic methods to infer the correct tree from nucleotide sequences generated by Monte Carlo simulation using the tree in Fig. 1 . For this case, we assigned identical R i matrices (with α ixy = 0.4 and π iy = 0.25) to the six edges to produce data sets with 1000 alignments of 10,000 nucleotides. The data sets were then analyzed using the phylogenetic methods described in Methods and Materials. The expected tree is illustrated above the five panels, followed by four panels showing how frequently the correct tree topology is inferred by the following methods, respectively: maximum parsimony (MP); maximum likelihood (ML); neighbor-joining using Jukes-Cantor (NJ-JC) and LogDet (NJ-LD) distances; and weighted neighbor-joining (with down-weighting of large distances in the matrix) using JukesCantor (WJ-JC) and LogDet (WJ-LD) distances. Note that the points and curves for NJ-JC and NJ-LD coincide; the same applies to WJ-JC and WJ-LD. In the analyses using maximum likelihood, we used the F81 model of nucleotide substitution, corresponding to the model used in generating the data. The dashed horizontal line represents the probability of randomly choosing the correct tree (33%). The fifth panel shows the relative proportions of sites supporting each of the three parsimoniously informative splits.
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HO AND JERMIIN-TRACING THE DECAY OF THE HISTORICAL SIGNAL 627 FIGURE 4. Estimates of internal edge lengths as a function of the terminal edge length. For each simulation, we estimated the average internal edge length for the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) and for the incorrect splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|BC); these estimates were obtained by maximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML) using the F81 model, and neighbor-joining with JC-corrected distances. We set a uniform nucleotide content and a transition-transversion ratio of 0.5 for estimation by maximum likelihood and neighbor-joining. The dashed horizontal lines correspond to the expected length of the internal edge in the correct split (i.e., AB|CD); the expected lengths of the internal edges in the incorrect splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|BC) equal 0.0. sequences, however, this proportion is very likely to differ from this value, because the evolutionary rate may vary among sites due to codon structure and other selective constraints.
Bearing in mind the results presented above, we are now ready to examine scenarios in which the phylogenetic assumptions are contravened by the data. Again, we will use Hetero to generate the sequences, but hence-FIGURE 5. Network representations of the split information contained in the sequence data, for times ranging from t = 0.1 to t = 3.5. Each network is based on the number of singleton sites and parsimoniously informative sites, which is given as output by the program Hetero; these numbers were then scaled according to the length of the alignment. Case I: Initially, the correct tree is inferred, but as t increases and multiple substitutions at the same sites accumulate, some sites begin to support nonhistorical splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|BC). When substitutional saturation occurs to the extent that the historical signal is completely lost, the lengths of different internal edges are approximately equal, and the central prism representing the internal edges metamorphoses into a cube. Case III: As t increases, the historical signal is eroded by multiple substitutions at the same site. Concomitantly, the compositional signal is increased, and by the time t ≥ 0.4 the compositional signal is so strong that it dominates over the historical signal. At that stage the major split separates A and D from B and C, and this remains the case as the point of mutational saturation is approached (i.e., as t approaches 3.5). Case VI: As t increases, the internal edge supporting an incorrect split (i.e., AD|BC) grows in length, due to the rate signal produced by the elevated substitution rates in edges a and d compared with the lower rates in edges b and c. However, when t increases beyond 1.5, the length of the internal edge supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) grows due to a compositional signal, which is consistent with the historical signal.
forth we will change the parameters such that one or more of the phylogenetic assumptions are violated. By choosing the parameters carefully, we will be able to directly compare the results from the following six cases with those obtained from the null case.
Case II-Rate Heterogeneity among Sister Lineages
In this case, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to evolve with base compositions similar to that of the ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ), but the average rates of change along edges a and d were set to be 1.6 times those 628 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 along edges e and f , and the average rates of change along edges b and c were set to be 0.4 times those along edges e and f . Thus, there was a fourfold difference among the substitution rates in the terminal edges. The sequences can be said to have evolved under heterogeneous but stationary conditions (i.e., those that many of the phylogenetic methods are not designed to account for).
The ability of the maximum-parsimony method to recover the true tree declined rapidly as the value of t increased (Fig. 6) ; this is the classical example of a longedge attraction effect. The performance of maximumlikelihood (using the F81 substitution model) and distance methods (using either JC-or LogDet-corrected distances) was better than that of the maximumparsimony method, but worse than in the null case (Fig. 2) . The unusual pattern seen in the accuracy of the maximum-likelihood method is perhaps due to the ability of the method to compensate for the vastly increased edge lengths of a and d arising from the elevated rates in these edges, but may also be related to the inferred internal edge lengths (Fig. 4) .
It is remarkable that the maximum-likelihood and distance methods (using either JC-or LogDet-corrected distances) were able to recover the tree with such accuracy, because the proportion of sites supporting an incorrect split (i.e., AD|BC) exceeded that supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) for t ≥ 0.4. (Fig. 6) . Apparently, correction for multiple substitutions at the same site has the capacity to alleviate the effect of rate heterogeneity among the lineages. Although this case has been studied extensively (e.g., Hillis et al., 1994a; Gaut and Lewis, 1995; Swofford et al., 2001; Jermiin et al., 2003) , it appears that this has not been explicitly enunciated.
Case III-Compositional Heterogeneity
among Sister Lineages In this case, the sequences were all set to evolve at the same conditional rates of change, but with differences in the nucleotide content arising as the sequences evolved along the different edges. The nucleotide content along edges e and f was set to match that of the ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ), whereas the GC content was set to decrease along edges a and d, and to increase along edges b and c. Hence, the sequences evolved under heterogeneous and non-stationary conditions (i.e., those that many of the phylogenetic methods are not designed to account for).
As noted previously (Lockhart et al., 1994; Galtier and Gouy, 1995; Jermiin et al., 2004) , phylogenetic methods can fail when the nucleotide composition converges in nonsister lineages. This was clearly the case for all of the methods assessed, except when the LogDet metric was used to estimate the distances between pairs of sequences (Fig. 7) . As expected, the LogDet metric has the capacity to assuage the effect of compositional heterogeneity among the lineages, even for t ≥ 0.4, when the proportion of sites supporting an incorrect split (i.e., AD|BC) exceeds that supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD).
FIGURE 6. The ability of four phylogenetic methods to infer the correct tree from nucleotide sequences generated by Monte Carlo simulation using the tree in Fig. 1 . For this case, we used different R i matrices (for R a and R d , α axy = α dxy = 0.64 and π ay = π dy = 0.25; for R b and R c , α bxy = α cxy = 0.16 and π by = π cy = 0.25; and for R e and R f , α exy = α f xy = 0.4 and π ey = π f y = 0.25) to produce data sets with 1000 alignments of 10,000 nucleotides. These values were chosen because they ensured that the distribution of sites that have changed X times remained similar to those from the null case; in other words, we can compare the results from case II with those from the null case, and any difference between these two sets of results can be ascribed exclusively to the fourfold difference in the average rates of change along edges a and d versus b and c. Indeed, under those conditions, the method performed as well as it did in the null case. Interestingly, the accuracy of the maximum-likelihood method using the F81 substitution model increased from 0% to 10% as the value of t approached 3.5 (Fig. 7) ; we are unable to explain this increase but note that t = 3.5 corresponds to a situation where every site in the alignment has changed on the average 3.7 times and about 91.6% of the sites have changed more than once! The joint effect of a decaying historical signal and compositional heterogeneity on the inference of topology and edge lengths is illustrated using networks (Fig. 5, case  III) . As t increases, the lengths of the internal and terminal edges converge on different values, with the terminal edges being approximately identical to each other in length, but with the internal edge lengths differing considerably. Simultaneously, it becomes increasingly clear that the raw data support an incorrect split (i.e., AD|BC). In view of this, it is noteworthy that the LogDet metric can still produce distances that will lead to inference of the correct binary tree.
Our results are not in agreement with a number of previous studies, which claimed that only 'extreme' levels of compositional disparity can affect the accuracy of phylogenetic methods (Conant and Lewis, 2001; Rosenberg and Kumar, 2003) . The correct tree could not be unfailingly recovered every time with conventional phylogenetic methods when differences in GC content (A and D versus B and C) exceeded 6.7%, and when they exceeded 10.7% (19.5%), it was impossible for the maximum-parsimony (maximum-likelihood) method to recover the correct tree. By contrast, use of the LogDet metric enabled neighbor-joining to recover the true tree over a wide range of differences in GC content.
Compositional disparities of the scale described above are not uncommon in mitochondrial sequence data, particularly among metazoan phyla (Saccone et al., 1999 ). An extreme example can be seen in the ATP synthase subunit 6 (ATP6) genes of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and honeybee (Apis mellifera), which show a 49.6% difference in their GC content. Disparities of an even greater magnitude are seen among bacterial genomes, whose GC contents vary from 25% to 75% (Sueoka, 1964) . Thus, this case may be regarded as a fairly realistic example.
Case IV-Rate and Compositional Heterogeneity among Sister Lineages
In this case, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to evolve in a complex manner with the average rates of change along edges a and d set to be 1.6 times those along edges e and f , and the average rates of change along edges b and c set to be 0.4 times those along edges e and f . Concurrently, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to accumulate a lower GC content along edges a and d and a higher GC content along edges b and c. The ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ) had a uniform nucleotide content. The sequences, therefore, evolved under heterogeneous SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 and nonstationary conditions (i.e., those that many of the phylogenetic methods are not designed to account for).
The combined impact of a decaying historical signal, rate heterogeneity among lineages, and compositional convergence on the ability of phylogenetic methods to infer the correct tree is illustrated in Fig. 8 . The proportion of sites supporting one of the two incorrect splits (i.e., AD|BC) already exceeds that supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) when t = 0.3 (Fig. 8) , which is a smaller value than those observed in case II (t = 0.4; Fig. 6 ) and case III (t = 0.4; Fig. 7) , so the convergences in substitution rates and in nucleotide compositions have a cumulative effect on our ability to recover the correct tree. This is reflected most strikingly in the results produced by the maximum-parsimony method, which is particularly sensitive to both of these confounding factors. Perhaps not as intuitively, however, the success of the maximum-likelihood method in recovering the true tree is greater than that seen in case III. Its accuracy initially falls almost to zero, but slowly increases with increasing terminal edge lengths. This behavior is probably due to the maximum-likelihood method accounting for the long edge lengths caused by the higher rates in edges a and d, after the base frequencies converge onto their specified equilibrium values. Neighbor-joining using LogDet distances shows a slight decrease in accuracy. The various results collectively imply that there may be grounds for elevated levels of concern when phylogenetic data have evolved under a more complex process of evolution, like the one studied here.
Case V-Rate and Compositional Homogeneity among Sister Lineages
In this case, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to evolve in a complex manner with the average rates of change along edges a and b set to be 1.6 times those along edges e and f , and the average rates of change along edges c and d set to be 0.4 times those along edges e and f . At the same time, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to accumulate a lower GC content along edges a and b and higher GC content along edges c and d. The ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ) had a uniform nucleotide content. The sequences thus evolved under heterogeneous and non-stationary conditions (i.e., those that many of the phylogenetic methods are not designed to account for) that are different from those used in case IV.
Positive estimation biases, introduced by the convergences of rates and of base composition in sister lineages, led to the proportion of sites supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) always exceeding those supporting the incorrect splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|CB); accordingly, the accuracy of the phylogenetic methods was enhanced (Fig. 9) , relative to their performance in the null case (Fig. 2) .
The maximum-parsimony method recovered the correct tree every time, regardless of the level of sequence divergence; the suite of parameters conducive to this phenomenon has been variously referred to as the "Farris zone" (Siddall, 1998) , the "anti-Felsenstein zone" (Bruno and Halpern, 1999), and the "inverse Felsenstein zone" (Swofford et al., 2001) . When the evolutionary rates along sister lineages are increased in relation to the rates along the other lineages, the maximum-parsimony method initially outperforms the maximum-likelihood method, as shown in Fig. 9 . However, Swofford et al. (2001) discovered that this effect disappears when more sites are added to the alignment.
Based on the Jukes-Cantor (JC) distances, the neighbor-joining and weighted neighbor-joining methods produced the correct phylogeny even for relatively divergent sequences; conversely, when distances based on the LogDet metric were used, the accuracy of the method dropped considerably. As in the previous case, convergences in substitution rates and in base frequencies have a cumulative effect on our ability to recover the correct tree, but the effect is the opposite of that seen in case IV. Again, however, it suggests that we should proceed with caution when phylogenetic data have evolved under a more complex process of evolution, like the one studied in this case.
Case VI-Rate Heterogeneity and Compositional Homogeneity among Sister Lineages
In this case, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to evolve in a complex manner with the average rates of change along edges a and d set to be 1.6 times those along edges e and f , and the average rates of change along edges b and c set to be 0.4 times those along edges e and f . Concurrently, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to accumulate a lower GC content along edges a and b and higher GC content along edges c and d. The ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ) had a uniform nucleotide content. Hence, the sequences evolved under heterogeneous and nonstationary conditions (i.e., those that many of the phylogenetic methods are not designed to account for) that are different from those used in case IV and case V.
All of the phylogenetic methods were able to infer the correct tree with greater accuracy (Fig. 10 ) than they could under the null case (Fig. 2) , a result attributable in part to the proportion of sites supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) always exceeding those supporting the incorrect splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|CB).
For small values of t, the accuracy of the maximumparsimony method initially declined due to attraction of the two sequences that had evolved at a higher rate (A and D), but as their nucleotide contents became increasingly different from one another, and more similar to those of B and C, respectively, the correct tree was inferred with a rising accuracy that eventually reached 100% at t = 3.2. Obviously, in this case, the convergence in nucleotide composition allowed the maximumparsimony method to completely overcome the effect of long-edge attraction. The performance of distance-based methods was similar to that in case V, partly due to the concordance of the compositional signal with the correct tree. The sharp drop in the performance of the neighborjoining method based on JC-corrected distances was due to the fact that, in all alignments, the observed distances between A and D reached values that transcended the expected upper limit for this model. The maximumlikelihood method also performed in a manner reminiscent of its performance in case V.
The impact of a decaying historical signal, combined with the effects of rate heterogeneity and compositional homogeneity among sister lineages, on the inference of topology and edge lengths is depicted by networks (Fig. 5, case VI) . The ratio of the lengths of long edges to internal edges declines as t increases, which is a symptom of substitutional saturation. The internal edge supporting the correct split (i.e., AD|BC) increases in length compared with the remaining internal edges, reflecting the converging base compositions in sister lineages. To a lesser extent, one of the incorrect splits (i.e., AD|BC) also grows in length, due to higher substitution rates along the edges leading to A and D.
As in the previous two cases, convergences in substitution rates and in base frequencies have a cumulative impact on our ability to recover the correct tree, but the effect is different from that seen in case IV and similar to that seen in case V. This result demonstrates again the grounds for even greater concern when phylogenetic data have evolved under a more complex process of evolution, like the one studied in this case.
Case VII-Rate Homogeneity and Compositional Heterogeneity among Sister Lineages
In this case, the nucleotide sequences were allowed to evolve in a complex manner with the average rates of change along edges a and b set to be 1.6 times those along edges e and f , and the average rates of change along edges c and d set to be 0.4 times those along edges e and f . The nucleotide sequences were also allowed to accumulate a lower GC content along edges a and d and higher GC content along edges b and c. The ancestral sequence (O; Fig. 1 ) had a uniform nucleotide content. In other words, the sequences evolved under heterogeneous and non-stationary conditions (i.e., those that many of the phylogenetic methods are not designed to account for) that differ from those used in case IV, case V, and case VI.
Maximum-parsimony and neighbor-joining (both weighted and unweighted, using either JC-or LogDetcorrected distances) methods were able to infer the correct tree with greater accuracy (Fig. 11 ) than they could under the null case (Fig. 2) , a result partly attributable to the proportion of sites supporting the correct split (i.e., AB|CD) initially exceeding the proportion supporting the incorrect splits (i.e., AC|BD and AD|CB).
Initially, the accuracy of the maximum-parsimony method was high due to attraction of the sequences evolving at a higher rate (A and B), but as their nucleotide contents became increasingly dissimilar to each other, and converged with those of D and C, respectively, the correct tree was inferred with declining accuracy. Here, the compositional convergence sent a stronger confounding signal than that provided by rate heterogeneity. The performance of distance-based methods was similar to that in case III because of the dominance of the compositional signal. Neighbor-joining using the JukesCantor model performed poorly, due in part to the confounding compositional signal and in part to the large distances among sequences. The maximum-likelihood method was troubled by compositional convergence at smaller values of t, but from t = 1 its accuracy gradually increased, for reasons that are not entirely clear.
As in the previous three cases, convergences in substitution rates and in base frequencies have a cumulative impact on our ability to recover the correct tree, but the effect is different from that seen in case V and case VI, and similar to that seen in case IV. This result further suggests that when phylogenetic data have evolved under a more complex process of evolution, like the one studied in this case, we have ample reason to be concerned.
We present a data set in which nonhistorical signals appear to mislead phylogenetic inference methods. The microtubule element β-tubulin has been widely used in analyses of deep eukaryotic relationships, such as among eukaryotic kingdoms (Baldauf and Palmer, 1993; Edlind et al., 1996; Keeling and Doolittle, 1996; Li et al., 1996; Keeling et al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2002) , and among metazoan groups (Schütze et al., 1999) . It remains one of the genes of choice for studies of deep divergences, because of its availability for a diverse range of taxa and the relatively high level of sequence conservation at the amino acid level (Keeling and Doolittle, 1996) . However, although the inferred trees have been in agreement with evidence from α-tubulin sequences, there are topological inconsistencies when they are compared with trees inferred from other molecular sources (Keeling and Doolittle, 1996) .
Nucleotide sequences were obtained from GenBank for the β-tubulin genes of the tobacco budworm (Heliothis virescens; accession number U75868), fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster; NM 079071), giant Pacific octopus (Octopus dofleini; L10111), mouse (Mus musculus; NM 011655), Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus; AB011679), and Chinese hamster (Cricetulus griseus; AF120325). Sequences were aligned by eye, and variable regions at the beginning and the end of the alignment were removed, leaving a data set of 1338 aligned base pairs (the alignment is available from http://www.bio.usyd.edu.au/∼jermiin/). Phylogenetic trees were inferred using the maximum-parsimony method, and maximum-likelihood, neighbor-joining, and weighted neighbor-joining methods using the F84 (Felsenstein, 2002) substitution model.
Analyses of compositional variation at the three codon positions were performed by constructing a neighborjoining tree from a matrix of Euclidean distances (Fig. 12) , which summarized the compositional differences; the method was employed by Lockhart et al. (1994) in their illustration of the LogDet method. Although base frequencies are relatively uniform at first and second codon sites, 634 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 FIGURE 12. Neighbor-joining trees constructed entirely on the basis of compositional differences. Full species names are given in the text. Each entry d i j in the distance matrix is the Euclidean distance between compositional vectors of taxa i and j, where the four elements in each vector are the frequencies of the bases A, C, G, and T (Lockhart et al., 1994) . The three trees are drawn to the same scale. The third codon sites have the largest compositional difference, with the observed distance between Octopus and Drosophila equal to 0.23 (i.e., 16.2% of the maximum possible difference). The third codon sites from Heliothis and Octopus have converged in composition, particularly in relation to Drosophila. even when invariable sites are excluded, there is substantial compositional heterogeneity at the third codon sites. In particular, the sequences of Heliothis and Octopus have converged in composition to the exclusion of Drosophila, even though Heliothis and Drosophila are almost certainly sister taxa in the true tree.
A relative-rates test (Wu and Li, 1985; Muse and Weir, 1992) was conducted using the program K2WuLi (Andrews et al., 1998) in order to detect rate heterogeneity among the lineages. By setting the octopus as the outgroup, large rate differences were found (Table 1) , with a long edge leading to Heliothis.
All of the phylogenetic methods tested (i.e., the maximum-parsimony method, and the maximum- likelihood, neighbor-joining, and weighted neighborjoining methods using the F84 model of nucleotide substitution) failed to infer what is thought to be the true tree, instead pairing the lepidopteran and octopus together as sister taxa to the exclusion of the fruit fly (Fig. 13) . The three species of rodents were correctly identified as constituting a monophyletic group. Even after RY-recoding of third codon sites, which exhibited the greatest degree of compositional heterogeneity, only the weighted neighbor-joining and maximum-likelihood methods succeeded in inferring the expected tree. In this case study, therefore, it was necessary to extricate both the rate and compositional signals before the true tree could be recovered.
DISCUSSION
The decay of the historical signal is an unavoidable problem when analyzing sequence data, unless the sequences are highly conserved or are sourced from very closely related species. This observation endorses previous warnings that phylogenetic methods will construct trees when requested, irrespective of whether any biologically meaningful information remains in the sequence data, or even if the data are completely random (Steel et al., 1993) . However, an efficient and consistent method to determine the reliability of phylogenetic data is currently unavailable, posing an interesting problem, particularly to studies of ancient divergences. Huelsenbeck (1991) proposed that the skew of a tree length distribution might be a good indicator of phylogenetic information, but our research indicates that this approach might be inaccurate when the phylogenetic assumptions are violated; another technique is clearly needed.
FIGURE 13. (a) Tree inferred by neighbor-joining using distances under the F84 substitution model (Felsenstein, 2002) . Full species names are given in the text. Edges leading to Octopus and Heliothis appear to be experiencing long-edge attraction. Other phylogenetic methods produced the same (incorrect) topology: maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood with empirical base frequencies, optimized transition/transversion ratio, and uniform rates across sites, and weighted neighbor-joining with the F84 model. The scale bar represents average substitutions per site. (b) Tree correctly inferred by weighted neighbor-joining using JC (Jukes and Cantor, 1969 ) distances, with RY-recoding of third codon sites. The same topology was inferred from the recoded data using maximum likelihood, but not with other methods.
The ability of phylogenetic methods to infer the correct tree diminishes when there is a discrepancy between (i) how the nucleotide sequences were generated through evolution and (ii) the nucleotide substitution model assumed in the analysis. Ideally, we would like sequence data to contain only a historical signal, but the reality is that compositional and rate signals are also commonly found in sequence data. The effect of each of these two signals is well known, but the present findings show that the interactions among the different signals in sequence data can be more problematic and cryptic than previously anticipated. The scenarios presented here are more complex than most of those communicated in previous studies, but are nevertheless simplifications of the processes acting upon real sequence data. Other factors, such as among-site rate variation, nonuniform conditional rates of change, and correlated evolution among sites, will undoubtedly affect recovery of the historical signal.
It is difficult to predict the outcome of the interplay between the confounding signals, even when split information has been investigated. This emphasizes the need for examining biases in edge length estimation, due to their fundamental impact on the accuracy of topological inference. In the networks presented above, evidence of the effects of confounding factors can be traced in the lengths of internal edges. It is apparent that support for different topologies makes gradual transitions, rather than abrupt switches between trees, as is seen when the sequence data are fitted to binary trees. The distinction between these two views cannot be made if edge lengths are ignored. That said, we cannot evaluate the phylogenetic tree on the basis of its appearance; instead, we must find ways to assess sequence alignments prior to phylogenetic analysis (a further implication stems from the similarity between some of the phylogenetic signal patterns that are produced through the interaction of confounding factors and those arising from reticulate evolution, which suggests that a thorough survey of the data is required prior to postulating the occurrence of lateral transfer events).
From a more general viewpoint, it appears that there are many estimation biases affecting phylogenetic analysis that are difficult to address, unless they are detected. Simple substitution models, although adequate in many cases, can only approximate real evolutionary processes to a certain degree. Models that are flexible enough to accommodate deviations from traditional assumptions are often parameter-rich, and are limited due to their computational intractability for larger data sets. Consequently, until the advent of greater processing power, we recommend that a rigorous investigation of the sequence data of interest be conducted prior to phylogenetic analysis. Preliminary surveying by compatibility (Jakobsen et al., 1997) and spectral analyses (Hendy, 1993; Lento et al., 1995) , for example, can provide some indication of the presence and relative strength of the signals. It should also be noted that, in the presence of conflicting signals, optimality criteria can be preferable to algorithm-based approaches, because inspection of suboptimal trees can provide some insight into the interplay among conflicting signals (Swofford et al., 1996) . Nonetheless, blind reliance on optimality criteria is also inadvisable, and it is only when confounding factors have been adequately considered that one can be in a position to make a judgment regarding the analytical approach that should be taken.
The present results have implications for how phylogenetic analyses should be conducted. The influence of the different signals is likely to vary among data sets; for example, some sequences will exhibit substantial disparities in base composition, whereas others may have more uniform nucleotide content. Bearing this in mind, there may not always be a straightforward explanation for why the application of a given method to real data produces a tree that is obviously incorrect. Choosing a phylogenetic method based on personal preference or 636 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 53 prior experience is usually not the best approach; it is more appropriate to make an informed decision, based on a survey of the data using methods that can detect evidence of decay in the historical signal and violation of the phylogenetic assumptions.
